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We supply:








Egger Laminate Worktops
PWS Doors
F G Parker Doors
Replacement Door service (including Made-to-Measure)
F G Parker Cabinets
Caple Appliances, Sinks & Tap
Plus much more…

Unlike other companies we don’t inflate our prices to then offer a variable discount, we
immediately offer an affordable price so we don’t need to offer a false discount.
We do offer a small range of free handle choices when placing your kitchen order.

W: www.phase-3.co.uk

Tel: 01308 422 987

E: sales@phase-3.co.uk
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About Us
Phase 3 Kitchens is the retail
brand created by F G Parker & Co
LTD, founded in 1950.
We’re a family run business
providing local employment in
Bridport and surrounding areas
for nearly 70 years, we have
years of combined experience
with manufacturing in the
kitchen and furniture industry.

Above: our site on East Road Business Park in the 1960s

Having previously been exclusively a
manufacturer to kitchen companies, our
aim for Phase 3 is to offer you a direct
route to the manufacturer, offering you a
high quality product at a very affordable
price, cutting out middle man fees!

Appliances

Caple has a style, price and quality to suit any
home and more importantly, any budget. The
Caple brand is now well-known for being
reliable, innovative, and superb value for money.
Offering a wide range of quality sinks in Granite
(composite), Ceramic, and Stainless Steel, with
elegant tap options to suit.
Leading the way in their design, Caple offers 3
ranges in their appliances:
Classic, Sense, and Sense Premium
With a selection of choices within each range,
you’ll be able to find an option that fulfils your
requirements and your style choices.
From just the sink and tap, to replacing every
appliance, we’re happy to quote for as little or
much as you’d like us to!
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Laminate Worktops
We are able to offer Egger laminate
worktops with a wide variety of different
finishes to perfectly compliment your
kitchen.
These are a high quality laminate worktops
that cut and fit like a dream, but at a very
affordable price.
Laminate worktops are not only very low
maintenance but durable, making it very
easy to see why they’re such a popular
choice for your worksurface!
With a large demand for these, we hold the
most popular colours in stock, helping not
only pass further savings onto yourself, but
also ensure they’re readily available for
your kitchen order.

Above: Natural Halifax Oak

Both of these colours are in stock!

Below: Cosmic White (Gloss)
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Premium Contract Doors
With the ever growing popularity of our
contract doors, we have now added 3
premium finishes to this range from the
most popular new decors currently
available.

These are made internally at our
manufacturing premises, in order to
offer a highly desirable budget friendly
option. They are all 18mm Slab style
doors, with different styles - such as
gloss or a high quality wood effect.

Gloss Dust Grey

Bardolino Oak

Halifax Oak

These styles have a wide variety of door sizes available at very affordable prices, but to keep
these prices down, they do not have every possible option to go with these (such as modern
cornice/light pelmet, curved/glazed doors etc.). By offering a more rounded edge on these
Slab style doors, you can mix between both Traditional and Contemporary styles by
combining different shades, offering a real twist on your regular formats.

Price Guide: £
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Replacement Door Service
If you’re happy with the current lay-out of your
kitchen but simply want to start to modernise it,
we also offer a replacement door service.
Using our wide range of kitchen door styles (these
are based on modern cabinets, for a bespoke service we
offer made-to-measure below), we’re able to offer all
the accessories to complete the updated
appearance of your current kitchen.

Using the latest in computerised technology, we will be able to match your current doors within a
tolerance of 0.5mm. Such capabilities are why we can ensure that the new doors will go on as smoothly
as the old doors came off, making the whole process a breeze!

Made-to-Measure Service
From our production facility in Bridport, we’re able to use the
latest manufacturing technology to offer a far more bespoke
service if that’s what you require.

Not only can we produce panels to any size that you require in a
huge variety of different colours and finishes (the image to the
right shows just how many different styles are available), but also
we can then go ahead and manufacture made-to-measure doors
too, by adding our replacement door drilling service to our madeto-measure panel service.

This is why we can also offer matching end panels and plinths to
complete your updated kitchen look.
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Porcelain

Graphite

Dove Grey

Cashmere

Belsay
Belsay is an affordable
18mm 5 Piece
construction Shaker style
door, with V style joints
and a chamfered centre
panel, readily available in
the 4 matt painted colour
options above, with a
grained texture running
through.
This popular style has
stripped back the
accessory options
available (such as curved
units), in order to
maintain a desirable, yet
very affordable
traditional option.

Price Guide: £ £
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Gloss Cashmere

Gloss Dove Grey

Gloss White

Mode

Mode is an 18mm Contemporary
finish Slab style door, available in 3
gloss lacquered colour options. This
popular style has once again limited
the number of accessory options,
and also reduced the amount of door
size options slightly, in order to be as
affordable as possible.

By keeping much squarer edges,
Mode is an ideal choice for your
contemporary kitchen keeping sleek
lines throughout.

Price Guide: £ £
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Milbourne

Milbourne is a 22mm traditional 5 piece
construction shaker style door with a grain
structure that is over-painted. This is readily
available in the 10 colour finishes above.

Simple and chunky in its timeless styling,
you’ll have both a subtle textured finish and
feature V groove joints, at a very affordable
price.

Adding a traditional twist into an otherwise
modern kitchen, keeping it completely
traditional, or going for the ever-popular
Farmhouse look, Milbourne is able to suit
varying different styles with ease.

Readily available in a range of contemporary
colours, such as Charcoal and Partridge Grey,
it’s not hard to see why Milbourne is our most
popular Shaker design.

Price Guide: £ £
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Fitzroy

Fitzroy is a single piece construction
18mm HDF Shaker style door, readily
available from a choice of 7 colours, in
a smooth, matt painted finish.

Coming with a wide range of
accessories, Fitzroy is an extremely
versatile door for both the modern
and traditional look.

Adding a twist on an otherwise
traditional or contemporary kitchen,
the choice of accessories when
completing the Fitzroy look can
dramatically change the overall style
and finish off your kitchen to suit your
individual requirements.

Price Guide: £ £ £ £
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Mornington
Shaker

Mornington
Beaded

Mornington is a 20mm 5 piece
construction Shaker style door with a
solid Ash frame, and optional
beaded decorative detail. Readily
available in a choice of 6 matt
painted colours, this is the most
popular of our higher end timber
door option.

With a choice of door styles in its
distinctive ash-grained door and
neutral warm colour choices,
Mornington has options which allow
this usually traditional style of door
to be used in a modern finish,
highlighting the features of other
options you could use to compliment
this.

Price Guide: £ £ £ £
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Porter

Porter is an 18mm MDF Slab door, with a painted
finish that then has a matt, or gloss lacquer
dependant on the finish you prefer. Readily
available with 8 matt and 8 gloss colour options,
ready to complete your ultra-modern look.

These simple Slab doors have generous
versatility with a wide variety of door sizing
available, and with a timeless appeal it’s easy to
see why this is one of our best-selling door styles.

The addition of one of our elegant handle choices
can make your doors stand out, or keep within
the sleek lines and allow other features to truly
take your breath away.

Alternatively, Porter is also available in a full
range of sizes for our handleless rail system –
where the uninterrupted flow of the kitchen
appeals to the latest modern styles.

Price Guide: £ £
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Remo
Remo is a 22mm HDF ‘JPull Profile’ Handless
door, readily available in a choice of 7
painted colours with a matt lacquer, or 8
painted colours with a gloss lacquer.

The streamlined and uncluttered looks
achieved with Remo are part of the appeal,
with its effortless opening of doors using
the JPull handleless system and sleek finish
adding to the charm of this ultra-modern
style.

With the uninterrupted handleless design
offering effortless cleaning, this European
influenced style brings an unfussy
sophistication that is pure and simple: keep
it minimalist, or add bold touches to give it
your own influence and design.

Price Guide: £ £ £
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Ellerton
Ellerton is a single piece construction 18mm
HDF matt finished Shaker style door, with a
reverse chamfer detail, readily available in 3
matt lacquered colours.

Adding a more traditional
twist on an otherwise
contemporary finish,
Ellerton comes with a
delicate centre panel and
narrow frame, defining the
overall refined feel. The
timeless appeal of this
shaker door meeting the
simplicity of a handleless
system creates an
enduring appeal,
reopening the possibilities
within a classical
contemporary twist
designed kitchen.

We have 2 handleless rail systems available:



Flush rail (for the likes of Ellerton, with a
chamfered edge finish)
Recessed rail (for the likes of Porter, with a square
edge finish)

With a variety of colours to choose from to either blend in,
or grab your attention, you have wide flexibility for
different styles within this modern look.
Price Guide: £ £ £ £
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Our Units
All of these door styles and colours complement our choice of
Carcass colours. With 4 standard colours to choose from, you can
adapt the overall style of your kitchen by changing the colour of
the internals!

The 4 colours to choose from are:

White

Titanium

Lancaster Oak

Grey Bardolino Oak

Quality is at the forefront of everything we produce; starting from the very bottom with
high quality feet between the cabinet and the floor, ensuring the best components are used
such as
soft close hinges and
Tandembox Drawer systems as standard,
to using solid 18mm backs all the way to the top, each cabinet is built to a high specification,
with the flexibility to be disassembled to get around unforeseen problems when installing!
Each cabinet has been individually inspected for quality before being packaged ready for
transport, so you can guarantee it’s a high quality product received each time, every time!

Your units are made-to-order alongside our trade customers, so rest assured that you’re
receiving the same high quality product at a very affordable price.

We also offer Legrabox the latest in drawer
technology from
Offering a wide range of
additional features, such
as sink surrounds and
hidden drawers, and pushto-open, these quiet
effortless drawers will truly
set your kitchen apart.
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Accessories
To really complete the finish of
your kitchen and ensure you get
the maximum potential from
every area, we offer a variety of
additional accessories to
complete your kitchen. These
can include:








Waste Management
Hidden Cutlery Drawers
Base Pull Outs
Larder Pull Outs
Corner Storage Solutions
Lighting
Drawer Organisation

But to name a few. Speak to
your designer today to go
through the options available
for your new kitchen, and they
will be happy to suggest ones
that are suitable for your
individual needs and budget.

Corner Pull Outs
Not only are our Kessebohmer
corner pull outs leading the
market in advancement, we can
even pre-install these pull outs
into your units, saving your
fitter time on site, and ensuring
they fit perfectly every time!
This is available upon request,
so please ask your designer to
include this when going through
your new dream kitchen.
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Your kitchen order will be made-to-order specifically for your individual requirements. Each
component goes through multiple quality inspections prior to going through our stringent
booking in and out process, to ensure that you receive your entire kitchen order in full not
only on time, but without any issues.

Our design team will take you through each stage of the process ensuring full transparency,
and putting you at easy by making it easy to understand. We pride ourselves not only in the
quality of our products, but in the quality of the service we provide. This is how we can
boast that over 50% of our trade comes from recommendations, or repeat business!

So what are you waiting for? We offer a FREE, no obligation design service, and none
of our team work on a commission basis, so you should never feel under any pressure if
you’re unsure or not ready yet for the kitchen. We’re happy to help where we can, and want
to help put you at ease through every step in this process, knowing how much of a
commitment a brand new kitchen can be!
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